states only in appropriate developmental contexts has been difficult to elucidate. Biochemically,
biochemically link RNA to silencing through PREs and tested this idea in the Drosophila system.
73
To determine whether R-loops form at PREs, we carried out two biological replicates of 
83
We detect R-loops at 22-33% of PREs ( Fig. 1 a- 
102
To understand biochemically how R-loops could promote the repressive state of PREs,
103
we turned to in vitro assays. We prepared R-loops in vitro by transcribing templates containing a
104
PRE sequence (Fig. 2a) . R-loops are visualized as bands containing radiolabelled RNA that co- incorporated into RNA-DNA hybrids, corresponding to 38% of the DNA molecules (Fig. 4a, b) .
126
Strand invasion activity of PRC2 does not require addition of nucleotides, but does require under these conditions (Fig. 4i, j, Extended Data Fig. 8e ).
149
The demonstration that PRC2 has RNA strand invasion activity, that PRC1 can recognize 
